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"After seven consecutive weeks of increasing mortgage rates, the 30-year fixed 

rate declined 3 basis points to 3.33 percent, which is still almost half a 

percentage point higher than the start of this year. Mortgage applications for 

refinances and home purchases both declined, but purchase activity was still 

convincingly higher than the pandemic-induced drop seen a year ago, as well 

as up 6 percent from the same week in March 2019,"  

“January’s data remain consistent with the view that COVID has encouraged 

potential buyers to move from urban apartments to suburban homes. This 

demand may represent buyers who accelerated purchases that would have 

happened anyway over the next several years. Alternatively, there may have 

been a secular change in preferences, leading to a shift in the demand curve for 

housing. Future data will be required to analyze this question.” 

https://www.mba.org/2021-press-releases/march/mortgage-applications-decrease-in-latest-mba-weekly-survey-x278456
https://www.mba.org/2021-press-releases/march/mortgage-applications-decrease-in-latest-mba-weekly-survey-x278456


“Late-winter storms in unexpected [areas] of the U.S. had our organization 

exercising business-continuity plans on a much more aggressive scale than 

anticipated. While the storms slowed our supply chain down, we did what we 

could to meet orders, even though few were short. We feel that in the coming 

month, we will be able to make up the misses as well as continue strong 

deliveries in the next month. As consumer confidence grows and the academia 

https://www.spglobal.com/spdji/en/documents/indexnews/announcements/20210330-1347565/1347565_cshomeprice-release-0330.pdf
https://www.spglobal.com/spdji/en/documents/indexnews/announcements/20210330-1347565/1347565_cshomeprice-release-0330.pdf


market reopens globally, we do expect orders to increase.” (Computer & 

Electronic Products) 

All of the six biggest manufacturing industries expanded, in the following order: 

Computer & Electronic Products; Fabricated Metal Products; Food, Beverage & 

Tobacco Products; Transportation Equipment; Chemical Products; and 

Petroleum & Coal Products.  

“Business is even stronger for us this year through the third quarter, and we 

expect a very healthy growth of our manufacturing sales.” (Electrical 

Equipment, Appliances & Components) 

“Business conditions are positive for our industry and company. The 

constraints are mainly related to parts availability (imports, supply chain 

congestion). Manpower is also a constraint; hiring new members is a 

challenge.” (Transportation Equipment) 

“Widespread supply chain issues. Suppliers are struggling to manage demand 

and capacity in the face of chronic logistics and labor issues. No end in sight.” 

(Machinery) 



“Winter Storm Uri has made daily life in supply chain quite a challenge. 

Everything from plastic substrates to adhesives have been significantly 

impacted by the production interruptions.” (Food, Beverage & Tobacco 

Products) 

“Business bottomed out in February; we are expecting steady improvement 

through the end of the year. Inflation and material availability, along with 

logistics, are major concerns.” (Furniture & Related Products) 

“A lack of qualified machine and fabrication shop talent makes it difficult to 

keep up with production demands when there is no backup (second string). 

Qualified new hires are an ongoing challenge. We have had to provide better 

compensation to keep qualified talent. Raw-material prices are up 50 percent 

to 60 percent over the last six months, which results in increased prices to our 

customers and a disincentive to build inventory.” (Fabricated Metal Products) 

Our March increase was mainly due to catch-up from February’s lost week due 

to temperatures.  

In addition, the ice storm in Texas has significantly impacted prices of our raw 

materials, especially anything related to plastics. 

https://www.ismworld.org/supply-management-news-and-reports/reports/ism-report-on-business/pmi/march/
https://www.ismworld.org/supply-management-news-and-reports/reports/ism-report-on-business/pmi/march/


February was a horrible month, with slow activity plus a 4.5-day shutdown due 

to snow and lack of power and water. March will be much better, but that’s not 

saying much. We are starting to get busy with some products that should 

provide a decent level of activity for the next few months. Thank God for PPP 

and the Employee Retention Tax Credit; otherwise, we would be hurting in a big 

way. 

This was one of the most impactful winter events in recent history that brought 

multiday road closures, power outages, loss of heat, broken pipes, and 

other societal impacts for the region. While the damage is still being 

assessed, this will likely go down as the first billion dollar disaster of 2021 

globally, and potentially the most costly weather disaster for the state of Texas 

in history, surpassing even Hurricane Harvey from 

2017.   https://www.weather.gov/hgx/2021ValentineStorm 

We are still playing catch-up from the February mandated weather-related 

shutdown of our four manufacturing plants. Business demand remains strong, 

but there’s a raw material supply shortage that hopefully will correct itself by 

the end of the second quarter or first of the third quarter. 

https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/billions/
https://www.weather.gov/hgx/hurricaneharvey
https://www.weather.gov/hgx/2021ValentineStorm


We have a good backlog, but it is not going to be predictable for six months to a 

year out. Bank willingness to renew or add to our loan program has been 

problematic even though we have never been in default. The bank now wants 

to limit capital expenditures, including maintenance. The bank has never put 

these restrictions in place before, and it will require us to seek a new financial 

partner. 



We are seeing increased costs for raw materials and components. We have not 

yet evaluated the scope and size of the increases to determine if our prices 

must be adjusted. We will continue to accumulate data in the weeks to come. 

Order volume is steadily increasing, week by week. As such, we've begun 

rehiring to fill vacancies caused by the layoffs we experienced in 2020, in 

addition to filling positions to assist with production shortfalls. 



https://www.dallasfed.org/research/surveys/tmos/2021/2103/2103summ.aspx
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“Although centered on Germany, which saw a particularly strong record 

expansion during the month, the improving trend is broad-based across the 

region as factories benefit from rising domestic demand and resurgent export 

growth. 

 

https://www.markiteconomics.com/Public/Home/PressRelease/42658e41522446138d568ab180beca60
https://www.markiteconomics.com/Public/Home/PressRelease/42658e41522446138d568ab180beca60


 

https://www.meti.go.jp/english/statistics/tyo/syoudou/index.html




Looking at it another way, an estimated 91% of the contract chipmaking 

business is housed within Asia, the lion’s share of which is divided between just 

two regions: Taiwan and South Korea, home to TSMC and Samsung, 

respectively. 

https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2021-semiconductors-chips-shortage/






Supply chain disruption continued to build during March with average lead 

times lengthening to the most marked extent since May 2020. Delays in 

receiving shipments led Japanese manufacturers to increase purchasing 

activity for the first time since December 2018. At the same time firms 

continued to draw down existing stocks of pre- and post-production 

inventories to fulfil orders. 

 

https://www.meti.go.jp/english/statistics/tyo/iip/index.html
https://www.markiteconomics.com/Public/Home/PressRelease/9da32e047e1347c3bbe15f23ff1caa5d
https://www.markiteconomics.com/Public/Home/PressRelease/9da32e047e1347c3bbe15f23ff1caa5d






https://www.rba.gov.au/statistics/frequency/fin-agg/2021/fin-agg-0221.html




https://www.abs.gov.au/statistics/economy/finance/lending-indicators/feb-2021




“Both global trade should improve in coming months as lockdowns become 

increasingly less severe in many overseas markets, which should help not only 

boost exports but also alleviate the supply constraints. This will in turn help 

reduce some of the inflationary pressures we are seeing at the moment.” 

https://www.abs.gov.au/statistics/industry/retail-and-wholesale-trade/retail-trade-australia/feb-2021
https://www.abs.gov.au/statistics/industry/retail-and-wholesale-trade/retail-trade-australia/feb-2021
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